
MONTE DORMA BED ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
TWIN   FULL   QUEEN   KING   DAYBED   TRUNDLE

BED:
1 - headboard
1 - footboard
2 - side rails
6 - wood slats (for supporting mattress)
1 - center support leg (QUEEN/KING ONLY)

1 - center support rail (QUEEN/KING ONLY)

NO TOOLS REQUIRED

INSTRUCTIONS: 
1. Hold headboard upright in desired location. (Two people will make this job much easier!)

2. Hold the side rails (or toddler rail or back rail) perpendicular to the headboard and slip its 
    2 bracket screws into the 2 interlocking keyholes on the headboard (the rails must have
    dowels facing upward). (Figure 1)

    PLEASE NOTE:  The 2 bracket screws MUST be pushed down diagonally into the narrow
    part of the 2 keyholes. (Figure 2)

3. Repeat step 2 for the other side rail (or toddler rail or back rail) and footboard. To secure bed, 
    please ensure all sides have their bracket screws in the  narrow part of the keyholes. (Figure 2)

    FOR QUEEN / KING BEDS: Attach center support leg to the middle of the support rail. 
    (Figure 3). Then place the support rail into the  “U” shaped pieces in the middle of the
    footboard & headboard. (Figure 4)

4. Place each wood slat perpendicular to side rails, ensuring that the holes of slats fit onto
    dowels of side rail. (Figure 5)

     FOR DAYBEDS: Zip mattress cover over mattress before laying on to slats. 

5. Place your mattress (sold separately) on the wood slats.  Now you can rest! 
    
     FOR TRUNDLE: Repeat step 2 and 3. 

2 - end rails
2 - side rails
4 - wood slats (for supporting mattress)

See reverse for Figures 1 to 5.

1 or 2 - toddler rails 
1 - back rail (DAYBED ONLY)

1 - mattress cover (DAYBED ONLY)

Cushions (DAYBED ONLY)

TRUNDLE:

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:



1.866.604.6755                                                                  montedesign.com
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